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In this “big” issue, Kylie chatted
with Tayla about all things big in
Australia. Kylie learned that not
only does Australia have some
naturally big things, but they
also like to fill their country
with large man-made objects.
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Dear Kylie,
Hello. As you already
know, my name is Ta
yla and I am 25 years
old. I’m from Aramac
, Queensland, Austr
ali
a.
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rk as a specialist
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mainly specializing
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Tayla and Anakin

I hope this answers
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An Australian sunset
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Hi Kylie,
We are famous for big things in Australia. There is Uluru, also known
as Ayers Rock. Uluru
is a huge red rock right in the middle of Australia. It is a very sacred
place to the Aboriginal
Australian people. In the past, tourists climbed it. However, Uluru
is now protected as a sacred
site and climbing is no longer permitted.
Australia is also famous for big land icons such as the big banana
in Coffs Harbour, the big
prawn, the big mango, the big apple, and so many more. These
big statues celebrate their
namesakes and are constructed where the actual items are found
or grown.
Generally, Australia is a very flat country. We have lots of open plains.
Where I live, the
nearest town is an hour away by car. In between this space are
large farms we call properties
(similar to ranches in the United States). We are one of the largest
sheep and cattle producing
countries in the world. I pass six properties on one side of the road
on the drive to the next
town. In good seasons, each property can support 500 to 3,000
cows, or the same number
of sheep. Unfortunately, we are going through one of the longes
t droughts ever recorded, and
the properties are suffering.
I hope this gives you some ideas about ‘big’ things in Australia.
Tayla
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Uluru

Dear Tayla,
Wow! Australia certainl
y is filled with big thing
s.
Uluru sounds very fas
cinating. Do you have
a picture?
New Hampshire is ca
lled the Granite State.
We have many
interesting rock forma
tions that create scen
ic
waterfalls,
viewing spots, or even
mountains. Glaciers mo
ving through
left many of these big
rocks or boulders behin
d.
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land, maybe like when
I look out over the oc
ean.
Thanks so much for tak
ing the time to share
big Australia with us!
With smiles,
Kylie

Kylie on a hike
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